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I look out at him from the screen; this programmer guy; a
guy named Terry Davis, who, at least, seems to be a computer
programmer, and seems to know what he’s talking about when
it comes to code. “This is TempleOS,” he’s saying, in the video.
“There’s so much to tell you. Look, here’s where you can talk to
God. It has an oracle. That’s why it’s called TempleOS.”
The clip is captured off a monitor, demonstrates an interface he’s
designed: it’s a mess of blocky colors and text, letters that scroll,
perpetually, back and forth, because they can’t fit on his lowresolution screen. It’s an Operating System, he tells me. He’s
programmed it all himself, from scratch, out of raw machine code,
and now, in these videos, he’s going to tell me how it all works.
He will go every line of code, explain, patiently, why it looks that
way; why, even though he started on the thing just ten years ago,
in 2005, that the only sounds it will ever produce are those sorts of
grating, analog chirps and beeps; the ancient, unfiltered sounds of
early personal computers. His interface is peppered with brilliant,
pure colors: it feels garish, until he explains: it’s just pure red, pure
green, pure purple. The software only supports sixteen colors. It
couldn’t be any other way. This is a sacred place. Like he said,
already (he shouldn’t have to tell me twice): that’s why he’s named
it TempleOS.
It’s a video I came across years ago, when I was an animator,
thumbing through random aggregations of links; two-to-three
minute timewasters filed away in parallel tabs and it wasn’t until
I moved from New York to Chicago, and started writing, that I
watched it again: the first of a long playlist in his Youtube channel.
Each one is only ten minutes long, but there are hundreds of them,
just like it. I have not watched them all, and I can say with certainty
that I never will. I can’t even watch one more. They’re grating
rants, full of technobabble delivered in a patronizing monotone, and
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I refuse to watch them anymore. I need to move on, but I have to

tell you about him first. Look, this is how he begins TempleOS’
instruction manual:
* I, Terry A. Davis, wrote every one of the 121,176 lines of
TempleOS over the past 11.3 years (full-time). It runs on
bare hardware with no layering, libraries, tools, modules
or anything from other sources. It’s 100% independent and
stands alone. It has no networking and certainly doesn’t
call home. Every line of TempleOS src code is including in
all distro’s, from the kernel to the
compiler to the boot loaders.
* TempleOS is God’s official temple. Just like Solomon’s
temple, this is a community focal point where offerings are
made and God’s oracle is consulted.
* Everything runs in kernel, ring 0, mode.

I might have once tried to be a computer programmer, and might
have been not so good at it, which is why I’ll tell you now that
I know a little bit, but not that much, about what an Operating
System is, from a programmer’s perspective. There are the basics:
the buttons and dropdown menus, and organizational metaphors
like “Desktop” and “Folder”, how it’s the basic software platforms
on which all our devices run. It’s just those things: the things that
do things. Windows, OSX, iOS, UNIX, etc. In commercial
OSes like these, the lines of code can number up to 50 million.
They read like history, and really they are a kind of active history,
because the lines of codes have been written and rewritten,
adapted, translated, over decades, by generations of engineers;
corporate programmers, government employees, subcontractors
for Bell Labs, Xerox, AT&T, working back to the beginning of
this era, all the way back to the 70s. Those canonical instructions
are still looping away down there, from the early versions. On
top of all of it, there’s an interface, which is where the folders and
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dropdown menus happen: the GUI, where everything’s painted
with false drop-shadows and light glares, all to create an (ahem)
verisimilitudinous experience. It’s the skin (and that’s what it’s
really called, the skin), and underneath the skin it’s the OS that’s
keeping the current flowing, between the human user and the
electrical circuitry, and there’s seriously a lot to be done: it’s
structuring information, encoding, decoding, storing, erasing, all to
produce, with binary on-or-off transistors as its raw material, those
basic interactions, the writing, the sound, the letters, the transit of
money, the transit of words—the fundamental daily activities of life
(for those who have entered into this sort of entangled relationship).
Programming an OS is a massive undertaking for a software
company, let alone a lone, 44-year-old programmer from Las Vegas
who, as we see now, is quite skilled with machine code, truly and
literally believes his operating system to be God’s temple, but here,
look, he’s done it, I guess. TempleOS is a place to make offerings,
to receive wisdom, to write, to produce music and art, to praise—
the basic activities of a life. It’s easy to see how an OS could be like
a temple, and maybe why it might be worth the time to look a bit
closer at its source code.
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Look back at the line, for a minute, that final rule. This one:
* Everything runs in kernel, ring 0, mode.

The rings are known in more formal contexts as hierarchical protection
domains. They form a layered system of privilege and access, guard
the inner workings of memory and electrical circuitry, protect the
inner software from the outer software. CS textbooks depict them
like layers of the earth, each nested within the other, with Ring 0
at the core. Simple software, a web browser, Photoshop, whatever,
lives higher up, runs on Ring 3, up on the surface, where it’s
shielded from all the complicated mechanics that keep the whole
thing going—the management of electricity and heat, storage, the
real, physical location of information on magnetized iron plates.
Those menial necessities are administered by the operating system,
not the surface—level programs, who, on Ring 3, lack the ability
to change the conditions of their own operation. They can’t, for
example, reach out to other software and communicate, or allocate
more memory for themselves: only the OS has that authority.
Because of this, anyone with a few days of training, or who has
picked up one of those unmanageably heavy “Introduction to
Programming” books and skimmed the first couple of chapters,
could potentially write basic software for Windows or OSX,
without any comprehension of how hardware works. On Ring 3,
the code is almost human language: it looks like English words with
some middle-school math mixed in, strung together with a left-toright syntax, replete with nouns, verbs, and logical comparisons like
“if”, “else”, and “for”, so a little program might look like this:

let Answer = 3+4;
write “Three plus four is”, Answer.
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So that’s kind of simple, I think. It’s easy to add numbers together,
when you don’t need to teach a microprocessor what a number is.
It’s somebody else’s problem: someone who knows about transistors
and binary, on-off electrical pulses: a Ring 0 programmer (though
the basics actually aren’t so hard, I promise. Here count with me:
1, 10, 11, 100, 101, 111, and so forth). But it’s a real chore when
taken for all its complexity: a real pain to deal with. There’s a
bureaucratic nightmare of requests to be made, interdepartmental
dispatches, going up and down the rings. An internal memo would
read, “Please, if you can, set aside memory for a variable, which
I will call Answer, from now on”, and a second one would be
something like, “Please, if there’s time, take the number three
(011) and the number four (100) and add them together,” and the
final one is, more or less, “Please, please, I know you’re doing a lot
right now, but if you can, take that answer you just found for me
and drop it through that outward-facing cubbyhole into the plastic
bin we’re calling Answer, so it can be read and understood by
everyone out there, who couldn’t care less about where it actually
came from (or us, for that matter, the ones who do the real workthe ones who know how to do things like this).” Ring 0 is the
heart of technicians’ bureau, accepting such requests, prioritizing
them along with a plethora of others, providing each instruction
and bit of data with an address where it can be easily retrieved,
all the while taking steps to ensure that the space is not already
occupied by other information, that it is not overwriting anything
important, and, finally, that the process of storage has not damaged
the workings of the device itself, by way of an overvoltage through
the main bus or the misalignment of a magnet against a disc, which
might wipe out the whole thing; turn it all to 1s or all to 0s, like a
factory reset, make it new again, turn it useless, into an empty thing,
waiting for code. The Rings are not unlike cubicle walls that divide
administrative wings in a crowded office: they aren’t built into
the architecture of the buliding. They’re how a malicious “Trojan
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Horse”-type virus, for example, could be prevented from turning
on a webcam without permission, surveilling, rifling through data,
even cutting the power, rewriting all the programs themselves,
even while they’re still running. But, as in the cubicle metaphor,
the walls aren’t, to be precise, one-hundred percent necessary,
which is why they’re called firmware, since they can be redesigned,
upgraded, or eliminated entirely, leaving a bare scaffold, with all the
messy inner workings exposed. TempleOS did this, the latter thing,
the tearing down the walls, so you can see the foundation, which is
really the most powerful, real thing in a temple. The marvel is in the
engineering, in seeing the unadorned scaffolds. It’s unsafe on Ring
0, so close to electrical things. I keep thinking about Stuxnet (that
virus, the code-weapon that was tossed around as an example of this
or that problem, forever ago, in 2010. It had to do with computer
code, and also with uranium. it I’ll now provide a disclaimer, and
inform you that I know just a little bit, but not that much, about
Uranium.
All atoms have their portion of entropy: there’s a little bit of chaos
in them, even in the noble gases; even in the metals, which sit solid
at room temperature and might reside (at least for a moment or
two) in the foundation of buildings. Most of that energy is in the
electrons. Those pesky bits, who can’t seem to decide where they
are, or where they’re going, if they’re colliding, or decaying, or
annihilating or tunneling off, impossibly, through the insulation,
and escaping into the earth. Most of the elements have the courtesy
of keeping this chaos to themselves: inside fuzzy probability-space
called an electron cloud, respectfully lined up in orbitals, keeping
quiet. Uranium, as far as I know, is not one of these sorts of
elements. Some people came along, a while ago, and decided we
could make the best of that inconsiderate behavior. Fission takes
that chaos as a fuel: it was branded: “radioactivity”. It’s a sum of
energy: a count of the electrons that tear away from the surface
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of and charge, uncontrollably, uncontainably, into space, like
screaming kids out the front door of an elementary school: that’s
the kind of horrible chaos I mean. It’s the kind you really have to
be prepared to deal with.How you do that depends on what sort
of growth process you’ve chosen for them, yet it doesn’t matter
that much because all the choices are going to require special, very
expensive pieces of equipment, and there’s really no getting around
the fact that you’ve got to separate the ripest, purest atoms out of
that noxious, dimly-glowing sludge you’ve piped out of the earth,
which is way too gassy to pay any attention at all to gravity, and so
instead you’re going to need to spin it around very, very fast, and
for that you’re going to need a centrifuge. Stuxnet (which the media
called a virus, if you remember: weaponized code, likely made
by the US government to hamper Iran’s nuclear production) was
designed to infiltrate the full hierarchy of software and circuitry,
all the way down to Ring 0. That explains how a computer virus
could infect a centrifuge-whole fields of them, actually, spinning
out of control, full of over-refined uranium, grinding down to their
axles, as monitoring technicians insisted that everything was fine.
It infected indiscriminately, but it chose, with the most
deliberate, detailed set of rules, to only speak directly to
hardware: the Programmable Logic Controllers attached to
motorized centrifuges, specifically those made by Vacon, in
Finland, or Fararo Paya, in Iran (as long as they were controlled
by Siemens S7-300 modules) and even then, only if they spin
their rotors between 807 and 1210 cycles per second, which is
the speed necessary to separate Uranium-235 from its closest,
but heavier, isotope, Uranium-238.
TempleOS speaks to the hardware like Stuxnet. Davis knows
how Intel processors talk about numbers, and words, and how the
chipsets are laid together on the motherboard and connected with
laser-etched copper. Granted, it’s a bit more user-friendly, because
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it’s designed for users, and it’s speaking to a popular architecture:
the mass-produced platform of protocols and processors we’re all
sharing and using together. TempleOS is entirely on Ring 0. With
TempleOS, there’s no surface, no core, or maybe it’s all surface, or
all core. Regardless, that’s why it looks so old. Davis dispels, from
the outset, the binary distinction between “layers” of permissions
and powers. The reason for this is simple, even naive: the first
hint of a heretical position—to him, at least, this is revolutionary
architecture. It reclaims and recreates the rituals and practice of
religion, and those of organized praise, and now I think I want to
believe in him; to see in him a noble heretic; a rugged outsider, a
new-media rebel taking up an individualist, technospiritual anthem,
as a riposte against whatever foggy conservatism he emerged from,
whatever family or professional community has turned him away,
leaving him alone to make up those little digital hymns, and hum
them as he codes (and in this picture he’s enshrouded in a threemonitor workstation, in the garage of a ranch house, as the neon
glow off the Strip irradiates the dry air outside, flashing across the
smog like heat lightning. That’s my vision of Davis.)
I know enough to be honest with myself, and admit that he isn’t a
heretic. At least, not on purpose. TempleOS may be revolutionary,
but the revolution is against organized software, not organized
religion. For Davis, Microsoft and the Church seem to exist in
tandem: a true house of God should have no need for hierarchies,
no restrictions to interaction or communication; it’s a sanctuary.
No true, holy place should ever have locked gates. Here, in a
novel way, the connection to the abstract machine of capitalism is,
supposedly, excised (perhaps, exorcised).
There’s more to it, though. TempleOS is for art-making: there’s
software for music composition, digital painting, and even a
word-processing package that seamlessly embeds image and
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text on a single page, in a way I’ve never quite seen attempted
before. It’s all painfully, and simultaneously, brilliant and
impractical, beautiful and horribly tedious. And so it should
be. TempleOS’s works of art are meant to function as offerings;
as praise. It’s a sacrifice. It’s supposed to be hard. It requires an
understanding of Davis’ meticulously, maddeningly elaborate
code. You’d have to pour over the documentation. You have to
learn Davis’ HolyC, the only programming language TempleOS
supports. These are the technical specifications, and they are the
commandments:
* TempleOS is God’s official temple. Just like Solomon’s
temple, this is a community focal point where offerings are
made and God’s oracle is consulted.
* God said 640x480 16 color graphics is a covenant like
circumcision. Children will do offerings. Think of 16
colors like the Simpson’s cartoons. In the future, even if
one GPU were universal, we would keep 640x480 16 color and
not use GPU acceleration. Graphics operations should be
transparent, not hidden in a GPU.
* God said to use a single audio voice -- a single frequency
with waveforms and, maybe, amplitude envelope.
* God said His temple must be perfect. We don’t think twice
about breaking compatibility. God said we do a seven year
release cycle. I say the PC hardware follows a 49 year,
jubilee cycle, like broadcast TV upgrades.
* The vision is the same usage model and niche as the
Commodore 64 -- a non-networked, simple machine where
programming was the goal, not just a means to an end.
However, it is modern, 64-bit and multi-cored. It is special
purpose, not general purpose, so some things it will not
do. Also, it’s a kayak, not a Titanic. The priority is user
developers, not 3rd party developers.
* We do not put any hooks for future changes.
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“Perfect”

means we always act as though it is final, for all time.
Microsoft allowed the Windows BMP file format
to adapt to the future and it became grotesque.
* Low line count is the highest good, so it is easy to learn
the whole thing. Users should see the light at the end of
the tunnel. One file system, for example, is better than many
file systems.
* There is a limit of 100,000 lines of code for all time,
not including applications and demos. Code comments
count, however. 3rd party libraries are banned because
they circumvent the intent of this limit. The vision is
a Commodore 64 ROM -- a fixed core API that is the only
dependency of applications. Currently, there are 80,806
lines of code.
* Minimal abstraction is a goal. Sheep are fools. They
always respect a design that is more complicated than
another. Any genius can make it complicated. Like in
physics, it takes a supra-genius to make it simple.
* One platform. x86_64 PC compatibles.
design for, but laptops can tag along.

Desk-tops are all we

* All hardware access will be done through x86 IN/OUT
instructions, not PCI drivers. A frame buffer for VGA is an
exception.
* One driver for each class of device. Limited exceptions
are allowed. With divergent device capabilities, it is a
nightmare for user applications and what is gained? A three
button mouse is like a leg you cannot put weight on.
* Ring-0-only. Everything runs in kernel mode, including
user applications.
* Full access to everything. All memory, I/O ports,
instructions, and similar things must never be off
limits. All functions, variables and class members will be
accessible. There are no C++ public/private protections and
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all functions, even secondary ones in the kernel, can be
called.
* Single-address-map as though paging is not used. Long mode
requires paging, however, so the nearest thing is keeping all
memory identity-mapped.
* No networking, so malware is not an issue.
* No encryption or passwords.
encrypted.

Files are compressed, not

* Free and public domain. 100% open source with all source
included.
* Documents are not for printing. They’re dynamic, intended
for the screen.
* Just one 8x8 fixed-width font. No Unicode, just Extended
ASCII. Other countries can make their own versions. The
versions should be just for one language and platform.
* No multimedia. Sounds and images will be primarily
calculated in real-time, not fetched from storage.
* “The Simpsons” is a trademark of Fox.
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This is what makes it a Temple; this is the Oracle, and the Oracle
is entwined with all the basic interactions of TempleOS, remaining
eternally accessible, whether I’m writing text or drawing pictures,
or whatever, the most direct method of access is a program called
AfterEgypt.
“AfterEgypt, this is after they left Egypt, before they got to the
promised land,” Davis narrates. “It’s just a fun little game, that,
uh…kind of, uh…well anyway, here’s—you go up the mountain
to talk to God. This is serious. You get out of God what you put
in. This is a high-speed stopwatch for generating random numbers.
Basically, it’s tongues. When you get a spirit to speak, that’s
tongues. You can use a ouija board, you can basically just crack
open a book, but I use a high-speed stopwatch.” And then he
demonstrates, snapping the enter key down in a rhythm, receiving
one word with each beat: forgetteth, healthful, gain, wealth, innocent,
weigh, wives, meats, cellars, me, examples, stiff, mystically, strict, listing.
There’s a particular ritual to this, to getting an answer from God.
But it’s not a smoke-and-mirror show; it’s all in front of me,
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documented, laid bare, even to the end user. I can see the naked
output of the random-number function: it trembles and twitches, in
a blur of numbers, that change every millisecond tick of the system
clock. When I tap the key, the clock stops, and there’s my random
number. It works like a high-speed slot machine, because the exact
moment the process stops is critical, and this decision is left to the
user: when the randomization is halted, the number locks in place,
and this value is used to refer to an index of words from the Bible,
which comprises God’s response. It’s available at all times, in any
program: it’s used to create generative music and writing, with the
“help” of God. The keystroke is the offering:
God said it is a covenant that you hold-up your end of the
conversation.

To speak to God, I make a choice: when to stop the clock. I press
a key to make a prayer. It’s the only way: there are many ways
to pray in TempleOS. That’s what it’s made for. They all involve
keystrokes like that. Davis didn’t decide this: it’s a technical
constraint, and I’m going to explain.
So:
The OS is supposed to serve as a timekeeper: this vital task must be
undertaken silently, and efficiently, in the background. A reliable
clock must be kept available, tracking the moment documents are
created, in order to search, index and archive, and to carry out even
simpler interactions: to detect when, for example, a spinning sensor
inside a mouse has detected a rotation of the rubber ball against
the foam pad it’s resting against, so the cursor may be erased from
its current position and redrawn, a millisecond later, one or two
pixels up and a little to the left. That’s the kind of time I mean.
In the most basic sense, system time is a simple, single number,
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globally-accessible on ring-0, and stored as an integer: a foreverincrementing sum describing a number of seconds elapsed since a
particular date. For some commercial OSes, this date is the count
of seconds that have passed since January 1, 1970. As written into
Apple’s OSX, and other variants, the calendar is referred to as
UNIX Epoch Time, and it has, by now, counted its 1.4 millionth
second and continues incrementing, synchronized over the internet
in more recent years, to atomic clocks that broadcast background
ticks to Macbooks and mainframes alike, by way of university
and government servers, in rhythmic lockstep with isotopes
decaying in fountains of Caesium molecules (to bring it all back
to radiation again; Caesium’s still as full of it as uranium at least its
chaos is punctual). But the January 1, 1970 start-date was decided
at AT&T’s Bell Labs (formerly “Bell Telephone Laboratories”),
sometime around the publication of the first edition of the Unix
Programmer’s Manual in November of 1971, when software
engineers found that a time-storage algorithm would be unable to
store a time of “0”, and so the counter would simply have to be
started somewhere just slightly in the past: 01-01-70 seemed like
an elegant place for an epoch to begin. Microsoft chose a different
calendar. Windows counts the exact number of 100-nanosecond
measures (that is, the 0000001 second chunks of time) that have
elapsed since midnight of the New Year, in the year 1601. This
particular year, falling at the beginning of the seventeenth century,
was chosen due to a particular quirk of the Gregorian calendar,
which defines its own sort of epochs: 400-year long intervals,
between which 3 days must be subtracted; a little trim of the dial
made necessary by the subtle dissonance between the orbital period
of the moon and the rotation of the Earth, a fact that was known
well prior even to the seventeenth century, and I was never, at any
time, a religious scholar, or an authority on the history of clocks, or
calendars; I was not even a bad one; but those who were will make
particular reference to Pope Gregory XIII, for whom the calendar
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is named, and will go on to note year, 1582, when political discord
and disagreement raged between the Church of Rome and its
patriarchs, battling over an issue crucial to the practice of their
authority: the method to determine the date when Easter begins,
a calculation called Computus. Computus was very complicated.
Very, very, very—but the real thing was that, in North Africa,
the Church of Alexandria had fixed Easter to one particular
Sunday in the lunar cycle—a cycle determined by the date of the
spring equinox (which is defined by the solar calendar, hence the
problem). Rome refused to allow this. Under this calendar, the
date of Easter could potentially swing as late as April 21st, falling on
the same day as Parilia, an anniversary celebration of the founding
of Rome, and a particularly offensive Pagan holiday. On this day,
shepherds burned ashes of slaughtered calves, chief priests chanted
all night, stirred dead animals’ milk into boiled wine, presenting
it to the ruralites as a cleansing elixir, that would dull the fury of
minor dieties for the accidental tresspasses of their flocks. Such
an unruly scene as this could not be allowed to coincide with the
Resurrection of the Savior, and so the Church had to make a minor
adjustment, and so the reason Microsoft Windows’s clock counts
from the year 1601, is that we still remain, 315 years later, in the
first cycle of this brand new calendar. The second of these epochs
begins well after the end of all our lives, in the year 2100, which
would be a leap-year, according to the familiar four-year cycle, but
will, instead, contain a normal compliment of 365 days, as a longforeseen patch for those drifts and lags that are the unavoidable
design flaws, because a timekeeping so complex program couldn’t
be made truly compatible with the celestial hardware its running:
that is, the movement of the planets themselves.
So that’s why time is important. It’s the variable that counts
the number of seconds, but it also serves a critical, secondary
function. This second purpose simply takes advantage of the
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fact that the “time” variable changes. It’s never the same—its
role is to differentiate itself, from one moment to the next,
form permutations of digits that vary: having such a variable
makes possible a vital but difficult task: the production of a truly
random number. Functions that produce random numbers are
critical in day-to-day applications: the most notable might be
encryption, but functions that use randomness are found in
all sorts of algorithms and simulations: in statistical analysis, to
conduct an even, impartial sampling of experimental findings,
or to simulate airflow currents over engineering models, and
so on. From Davis’ writing, the production of randomness, like
Computus, is a sacred process. Of course, it must occur on Ring0. This is true universally, but especially with TempleOS, where
the entire system forms its own core, the closest place to the
source of chaos: to time, which becomes critical, because time
“seeds” the random number algorithm, not just in TempleOS but
in every OS.
The usual ritual goes like this: take the count of the system
clock: it’s some unreadable tally, because, remember, it’s
counting seconds. It already looks random, and that’s why it’s
the starting place. The current time is 1431389787, and the next
day it might be 1431476187. This gets scrambled and divided,
and the ensuing result is then used to make a decision between
branching paths of code, each of which continues to scramble
the result in different ways. To a user, this produces an effect of
randomness, a pseudo-chaos. It’s imperfect, of course, because
time has the inconvenient habit of moving in one direction,
even when sent into this scramble, and in the end, it’s just a
number encountering a block of code whose goal is uncodable–
randomness is the ideal, that’s what I mean by uncodable, and
time is the quick fix, the thing getting exploited by software
as a reductive metaphor for entropy, analogous to the cheap
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blindfold worn by the Ouija player, a making a mimicry of
stochastic flux. It’s not really random, I want to say, but I’m not
sure whether to believe myself: I could never prove the pattern.
And if entropy is just patternlessness (or should I say the pattern
is just chaoslessness: I once read a physics book that said that),
then there it is, the Oracle, who, If it wasn’t unprovable, wouldn’t
be holy; let’s disentangle the negatives; the pattern is unholy; it’s
insecure, easily decrypted, overly complicated. But chaos is so
simple.

I looked into the comments of TempleOS’s source code, and
found this: that Davis makes an unassuming but, perhaps, crucially
important adjustment to the timekeeping convention. He’s made
an engineering choice, to change the frame of reference, and the
units, of how time is stored. In TempleOS, “time” is stored as
an incrementing integer, representing a duration, the same as on
a Windows or Mac platform. The code that Davis has written
in TempleOS, however, ignores prior decrees and conventions,
those of both Bell Labs and of Pope Gregory XIII, and in his
documentation, he defines time concretely, in a “chapter” of only a
couple lines. He writes only this:
Dates are 32-bit signed integers representing the number of
days since the birth of Christ.
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And the generation of random numbers, generated by Davis’
heretical calendar, is crucial for TempleOS’s function: God’s
(random) seed.
It’s more and more apparent, sifting through the hours of
instructional videos he’s recorded on proper usage of his code,
that he didn’t make TempleOS to be used only by him: it’s not
just his own private oratory, it’s a whole cathedral. That’s why
the instructions are there, and in Davis’ eyes, the commercial
software industry must adapt to meet its technical specifications.
And so, he gives an ultimatum, in a document called “Demands.
txt”:
When God publically claims this operating system as His
temple, here’s what I want:
* VMware to again support PC Speaker and provide emulation if
no PC Speaker is present.
* Windows, Linux and VMware to support RedSea file system so I
can get rid of 2,000 lines of redundant, blemished code
* Microsoft must cancel SecureBoot because it makes dual
booting impossible.
* We want the ultimate Bible search engine.
* Windows and Linux must support TempleOS .GRA graphics files.

It’s the first (and possibly only time) I remember Davis saying “we”,
peeking out past his introspective revery, to remind us of the divine
authority in this realm he’s coded up for himself. As an example
of what all this means, we can look at the line where he requests
“PC speaker support”. This is the old analog speaker that once
produced beeps and primitive tones in early home computers. It
was a component of that basic electrical wiring, low-level circuitry
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pressed into the motherboard, (hence the reason old computers
could “beep”, a few seconds after the power switch was hit, before
the operating system had even loaded into its working memory).
Davis uses it like a 1-bit burning bush, because it’s on or off, and
that’s much easier to program than a real flame: much simpler.
He demands a return to these old ways, that fully sanctify the pure
tones of his temple’s low-bandwidth hymns and praise songs: pure
vibrations, the holy minimalism of raw, electric current: all melody,
no harmony. The austerity of the PC speaker casts out all sinful,
musical excess, the lavishness of timbre and dynamics, the base,
seductive allure of a human voice. Of course, God would only
sing in square waves, would command them directly to the iron
ribbon of an analog speaker, using magnets and transistors, channel
them across a frail little diaphragm until the air shakes: hundreds of
tinny thunderclaps per second, the frequency worldly sinners call
a “buzz”. God doesn’t make requests, and no humble programmer
should come between Him and the Hardware. This code must be
executed, like all holy directives, and that can only happen on Ring
0, where it’s simple: the real questions are asked here. The real
answers are given. TempleOS is Davis’ answer to a question that
nobody’s asked (or, to be precise, that nobody’s asked him), but I’d
like to think those are the most interesting, most human endeavors.
It’s a response to organized religion and big-software. It’s a utopia
(like any real answer to a big question) and its precept is the loving
embrace of complexity: technical idiosyncrasies of hardware,
compatibility and incompatibility. It invites you in, becomes a
surface, becomes transparent, like a Cage or a Richter or any great
modernist tentpole, silent, receptive, seductive. I think of the old
programmer’s acryonym: KISS. Keep It Simple, Stupid. Simple is
sacred. All of these endless lines he’s written, if you were to pay
very close attention you’d see, actually, look here, it is sacred,
because it’s just so, so simple:
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public U8 *BibleLine2Verse(I64 line,I64 separate_ch=CH_SPACE)
{//Line number to verse str, Malloc()ed.
//Separate with <SPACE> or ‘,’.
CDoc *doc;
CDocEntry *doc_e;
I64 i=0,cnt=DefineCnt(“ST_BIBLE_BOOKS”),start=0,last_start=0;
U8 *ptr=DefineSub(0,“ST_BIBLE_BOOK_LINES”),*ptr2;
while (i<=cnt) {
last_start=start;
start=Str2I64(ptr);
if (line<start)
break;
i++;
ptr+=StrLen(ptr)+1;
}
if (0<=--i<cnt) {
doc=DocRead(BIBLE_FILENAME,DOCF_PLAIN_TEXT);
DocLineNumGoTo(doc,line); //one based
doc_e=doc->cur_entry;
while (doc_e!=doc && (doc_e->type_u8!=DOCT_TEXT ||
!*doc_e->tag))
doc_e=doc_e->next;
if (doc_e->type_u8==DOCT_TEXT && ‘0’<=*doc_e->tag<=‘9’) {
ptr=ptr2=doc_e->tag;
while (‘0’<=*ptr2<=‘9’ || *ptr2==’:’)
ptr2++;
*ptr2=0;
ptr=MStrPrint(“%Z%c%s”,i,“ST_BIBLE_BOOKS”,separate_
ch,ptr);
} else {
while (TRUE) {
doc_e=doc_e->last;
if (doc_e==doc) {
ptr=NULL;
break;
}
if (doc_e->y+1<last_start) {
ptr=MStrPrint(“%Z”,i,“ST_BIBLE_BOOKS”);
break;
}
if (doc_e->type_u8==DOCT_TEXT && StrLen(doc_e24

#help_index “God”
U0 BibleInit()
{
DefineLstLoad(“ST_BIBLE_BOOKS”,
“Genesis\0”
“Exodus\0”
“Leviticus\0”
“Numbers\0”
“Deuteronomy\0”
“Joshua\0”
“Judges\0”
“Ruth\0”
“1 Samuel\0”
“2 Samuel\0”
“1 Kings\0”
“2 Kings\0”
“1 Chronicles\0”
“2 Chronicles\0”
“Ezra\0”
“Nehemiah\0”
“Esther\0”
“Job\0”
“Psalms\0”
“Proverbs\0”
“Ecclesiastes\0”
“Song of Songs\0”
“Isaiah\0”
“Jeremiah\0”
“Lamentations\0”
“Ezekiel\0”
“Daniel\0”
“Hosea\0”
“Joel\0”
“Amos\0”
“Obadiah\0”
“Jonah\0”
“Micah\0”
“Nahum\0”
“Habakkuk\0”
“Zephaniah\0”
“Haggai\0”
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“Zechariah\0”
“Malachi\0”
“Matthew\0”
“Mark\0”
“Luke\0”
“John\0”
“Acts\0”
“Romans\0”
“1 Corinthians\0”
“2 Corinthians\0”
“Galatians\0”
“Ephesians\0”
“Philippians\0”
“Colossians\0”
“1 Thessalonians\0”
“2 Thessalonians\0”
“1 Timothy\0”
“2 Timothy\0”
“Titus\0”
“Philemon\0”
“Hebrews\0”
“James\0”
“1 Peter\0”
“2 Peter\0”
“1 John\0”
“2 John\0”
“3 John\0”
“Jude\0”
“Revelation\0”);
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I want to believe in simple things (simple things are honest). There’s
no malicious code hidden between curly brackets that I can’t force
apart. That’s why I believe a little in this programmer, or at least,
in his voice, tracked like that across those YouTube videos, and
TempleOS, with its quantized entropy, and chaos-engines, which
nobody is ever going to actually use, let’s face it. The videos are
sermons. There’s a not-so-concealed ferocity in that voice, when
the technical lectures become tirades, and sparks of authority
glimmer through, and his harsh plosives make you click the volume
down a notch. I understand, how he’s seeking long-overdue
respect, seeking followers, users, and now my vision for him
includes a would-be cult-leader, or a would-be Palo Alto engineer,
were it not for some unknown circumstances. Instead he’s doing
what he can with a webcam: He has 4,000 followers. It doesn’t
matter if they’re real followers, if they ridicule him in the comments
section, or simply shake their heads, in a befuddled superposition
of pity and respect. He’ll fire back replies, answer questions,
leaping into rages and fogs of paranoia, then turn around and keep
preaching, unfettered: the tutorials continue. Nobody asked him to
do this. Nobody’s asking anything. I was a pretty decent animator,
back in New York, when I first came across these videos, with a
lot of people asking me to animate very decent things, while Davis
was already writing the next version, in the meantime, getting ahead
of me: there’s documentation to be made, otherwise nobody will
know, how you run the program, how you stop the clock, how you
rise and offer a keystroke, receive those offered bits—the Word, the
Output—that random thing, that you may know him, this lonely
god, the technician: he can do anything. He’s been ticking away all
this time just waiting to be asked.
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